USA VALUES’s Concept of Life’s FTF Interactions
• A child has initial potential worth in excess of the parents on a present value basis. (chapter 28 of The
Absorbent Mind by Maria Montessori). What we do and allow to happen with and to the child is all telling
to a 85 year arc of opportunity to be valuable. This is the gift that the private sector gives to the public
sector to operate within the circle that follows. The right track is to value that positive expectation from the
earliest years and given our original sin sort based on that value (A). The world can not help sorting, it is
real, it happens every day and it happen for every child. The left track of the circle is to ignore that value
creation and build and make the younger dependent on other people’s value (B).
A. The top of the sort, best, does not need the public sector values to position the child.
B. The bottom of the sort, worst, cannot position the child without the public sector and the public sector does not do one-onone well.

• The concept of human capital within the private sector has emerged and is prepared to make first things first
impact on all the children given access to NewOldMoney that has traditionally been made scarce because of
our original sin and its sorting process. The sorting process result (outcome) is driven by the influence of
mother. Mother’s influence, and others before her, are positive, negative or neutral constraints to being
best, worst or in between.
• Influence is the key word in positioning the age 6 child’s value to exceed that of mom and the parents. Page
14 of The Absorbent Mind by Maria Montessori is clear about the early responsibility of those around what
precedes the public sorting process described in chapter 28. The child is all important through the earlier
the better influence of what by nature is first things first and costly without recovery when ignored.
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An individual Under the Law who is independent and self-reliant owns the rights to the USA Constitution and Bill of Rights.
The Circle of Life’s Interdependency as a member of the private sector of WE THE PEOPLE.
The individual is prone to anarchy, this comes to the Left and Right as the Mob verse Job Civility takes hold
BE BEST Interdependency includes responsibility to each other to do first things first for and to our children so they fit the
mold of an individual with given rights to life, Liberty, opportunity, ownership, and happiness in a self-chosen space
shared with others who have the same rights also being shared responsibly
LEFT /////
The very far LEFT is one step
before Mob verses Job forms of
Civility.
The individual thinks he/she is god
to himself or herself. Sees times,
///// MIDDLE//////
situation, minority rights, earth, Civil and Criminal Law has a Relative Balance of the
weather and government as god Absolute so 100% of We The People fall under it.
to the world.
Religion remains a choice.
There are 14-20 Values; 50 to 60 Values, assets and attributes are thought of as
Assets and Attributes that are not balanced between the absolute and the relative to
disputed within the circle at a
the times, situation and minority rights. Broad
definition level.
definition of God exists, but there is a God and In God
We Trust. There are 14-20 Values; 50 to 60 Assets
and Attributes
that are not disputed within the circle
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at a definition level.

////// RIGHT
Attempting to Live above the
Details of Civil and Criminal Law.
Being Good in Private and Public
Life. Values are more absolute
than relative, individual success
includes being right with God.
God’s law is the Bible, Old
Testament and the Gospel of
Thomas. Faith is the believed
authority and message of Jesus to
God’s Children as the truth. There
are 14-20 Values; 50 to 60 Assets
and Attributes that are not
disputed within the circle at a
definition level.

